TONGUE TWISTERS

Give Papa a cup of proper coffee in a copper coffee cup.
I thought of thinking of thanking you.
Shut the shutters and sit in the shop
Mister tongue twister tried to train his tongue to twist and turn to learn the letter T.

DIALOGUES

Lucy’s mother: “All right, so we’re going to the Calico Textile Museum and we’ll meet later.”
Lucy’s father: “Ok! Enjoy! See you later!”
Tom: “Where is the museum? Do you have a map?”
Lucy: “No! We’ll have to ask someone!”
Lucy: “Hi! Excuse me madam, do you know where the Calico Textile Museum is?”
Woman: “Yes, sure. Go straight ahead, turn to the left, turn to the right, then pass the road and go under the bridge!”
Lucy: “Ummm... Ok, thank you!”
Lucy: “Ummmm, I think we are lost now...”
Tom: “No, look! There it is!”

Tom: “It was fun! Gosh! I’m hungry!”
Lucy: “Yes, so am I. And I’m thirsty as well.”
Lucy’s mother: “Let’s go and have something to eat!”
Lucy: “Yeah! Let’s have a curry!”
Waitress: “What would you like for lunch?”
Lucy’s mother: “We’d like 4 vegetable curries with rice and for the dessert, we’d like jalebis please.”
Waitress: “Ok! Do you like when it’s spicy or sweet?”
Lucy: “Sweet please!”
Tom: “I like when it’s spicy!”
Lucy’s mother: “Can we have 3 sweet curries and a spicy one please? Thank you!”
Waitress: “Here you are! Have a nice meal!”
Tom: “Thank you!”
Lucy’s mother: “Thank you very much!”
Lucy’s little sister: “Yummy!”
Lucy: “It’s delicious!”

Tom: “Oh! This shop is amazing. There are lots of kites!”
Kite Seller: “Can I help you?”
Lucy: “Yes, we’re looking for kites please!”
Kite Seller: “Great! You’re in the right place! How many kites would you like?”
Lucy: “One for my sister, one for Tom and one for me!”
Kite Seller: “Ok, 3 kites. What kind of kite would you like? We have everything you want.”
Lucy’s little sister: “I like the rainbow-coloured kite! I want this one!”
Lucy: “I’d like... the striped kite... Oh no, this one! The red triangular kite!”
Tom: “I’d like a green one... I’m not sure if I’ll choose a square kite or a rectangular kite...
What do you think Lucy?”
Lucy: “I prefer the square kite!”

Tom: “All right then! How much are they please?”
Kite seller: “The rainbow-coloured kite is at 625 Indian rupees and the other ones are at 499 rupees.”
Tom: “Ok, thanks! I don’t have enough rupees left... Can we go to the bank?”
Lucy’s mother: “Ok, let’s go to the bank!”
Lucy: “499 rupees... Umm! How much is that in dollars?”
Tom: “Ummm... Let me see... 7 dollars and 50 cents... or 5 pounds! Hi! I’d like to change 10 dollars please.”
Change employee: “Here you are! 632 rupees!”
Tom: “Thank you! Can I have a receipt please?”